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vated rather than settled by the Labour Alliance ; behind
the facade they still fought bitterly. Maximalists and right-
wing socialists were on the point of an open break. And what
serious contribution could the communists make to the
united front, believing as they did that c If the bourgeoisie
brings it off and white reaction strangles social democracy,
it will create the most favourable conditions for its own
defeat and for the victory of the revolution ' . . . ?
The Popolari soon became conscious of strong pressure
being brought to bear on their right, from the direction of
the Vatican. At the beginning of February the College of
Cardinals, which met after the death of Benedict XV,
elected Cardinal Ratti as Pius XI. The new Pope belonged
to one of the typical conservative Lombard families who had
always taken a narrow-minded view over social questions,
and was an instinctive reactionary in everything. The
Jesuits, always attracted by a novelty, whether dangerous
or profitable, did their best to make an accord between the
fascists and the Vatican. Early in 1922, in their church of
Jesus in Rome, the favourite meeting-place of the ( black
aristocracy*, they preached the beauties of the new move-
ment in which they foresaw remarkable liberticide possi-
bilities. One of them was so far carried away by his
enthusiasm as to get up in the pulpit and cry : c Long live
fascism \ In order to get rid of the socialists, Mussolini
needed the help of the Popolari, who were indispensable to
a right-wing government, and he hoped to win it through
the Vatican. On the occasion of the death of Benedict XV
he discovered religion, hailed once more the universal
mission of Catholicism and the revival of religious feeling,
a potent means of escape for the poor and wretched. At
the same time he had recourse to the strategy he had used
with the socialists : playing off the right against the left wing
of the party and hoping for a split. In actual fact the right
wing had almost no following inside the party, but could
count on increasing support from the Vatican.
Lower down in the catholic syndical organizations the
movement in favour of collaboration with the socialists,
and particularly with the General Confederation of Labour,
was very strong. Peasants and workers who followed the

